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Effects of model spatial resolution on coupling of NO$_2$ mixing ratio, OH and therefore feedback on the NO$_2$ lifetime
A plume in 1-d

A point source advected by constant winds at constant noon and constant VOC
Effects of Spatial resolution of a model

\[ E_{\text{NO}_2} = 7.8 \times 10^4 \text{ mole hr}^{-1} \]

\[ E_{\text{NO}_2} = 7.8 \times 10^3 \text{ mole hr}^{-1} \]

\[ E_{\text{NO}_2} = 7.8 \times 10^2 \text{ mole hr}^{-1} \]
A point source in 2-d
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Application in 3-d: WRF-CHEM
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Conclusions

Deriving OH from the shape of NO$_2$ plumes is promising

We have many pieces of information:

- variation with day of week
- variation with met (wind speed, pbl height)
- trends over multiple years
- variation with time of day

But we have more to learn before we know how to use all of these pieces of information.
Thank you!
Steady state OH decreases with increasing VOC.
\[ \tau_{\text{NO}_x} = 5.4 \text{ hrs} \]

\[ \lbrack \text{OH} \rbrack_{\text{eff}} = 8.5 \times 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3} \]

High Winds

\[ \tau_{\text{NO}_x} = 4.1 \text{ hrs} \]

\[ \lbrack \text{OH} \rbrack_{\text{eff}} = 6.0 \times 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3} \]

Low Winds

\[ \tau_{\text{NO}_x} = 5.8 \text{ hrs} \]

\[ \lbrack \text{OH} \rbrack_{\text{eff}} = 6.4 \times 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3} \]
\[ \tau_{NOx} = 3.7 \text{ hrs} \]
\[ [OH]_{eff} = 9.4 \times 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3} \]

\[ \tau_{NOx} = 5.8 \text{ hrs} \]
\[ [OH]_{eff} = 6.0 \times 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3} \]
In a power plant plume:

1) Initially mixing increases NO$_2$ (as viewed from space) because there is insufficient O$_3$ to convert all of ppm levels of NO to NO$_2$

2) Then mixing reduces the local concentration of NO and NO$_2$ (expanding the volume that is at high NO$_2$) and enhances OH
This OH effect is not linear—so an average NO\textsubscript{2} will not necessarily represent typical behavior—since the distribution of NO\textsubscript{2} columns is likely not Gaussian.